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ABSTRACT

The Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD) is one of observational instruments onboard the ASTRO-H, and will
provide 10 times better sensitivity in 60–600 keV than the past and current observatories. The SGD utilizes
similar technologies to the Hard X-ray Imager (HXI) onboard the ASTRO-H. The SGD achieves low background
by constraining gamma-ray events within a narrow field-of-view by Compton kinematics, in addition to the BGO
active shield. In this paper, we will present the results of various tests using engineering models and also report
the flight model production and evaluations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The soft gamma-ray detector (SGD) is one of observational instruments onboard the ASTRO-H, the 6th Japanese
X-ray observatory. The sensitivity of SGD is about 10 times better than the past and current instruments in
60–600 keV. Together with high-resolution spectroscopy of the SXS and high-sensitive soft and hard X-ray
observation of the SXI and HXI, SGD provides us wide-band high-sensitive X-ray observations in 0.4–600 keV.
Therefore, we can measure the spectral shape with unprecedented accuracy than ever up to several 100 keV for
high energy objects such as black hole binaries, pulsars, active galactic nucleus (AGN), cosmic X-ray background
(CXB), and so on. Also, new physics will be opened with 511 keV lines, bremsstrahlung from supernova remnants,
and polarization.

Figure 1 shows the cocept of the SGD detector design. Based on technology succession from Suzaku HXD
which has achieved the lowest background level than ever in 15–200 keV,1–3 the SGD utilizes BGO active shields
which surround main sensor parts, and fine collimators with a narrow field-of-view of 0.6◦(FWHM). Instead of Si
PIN diodes and GSO scintillators of HXD, the main sensor part is multi-layer semiconductor Compton camera
which we have developed these 13 years4–20 Compton camera can reduce the background furthermore; incident
direction of events with two or more hits in camera is constrained by Compton kinematics and they are rejected
if the constrained incident direction is out of a narrow field-of-view. The latter is expected to achieve a lower
background level by a factor of ∼100 than HXD. As a result, SGD is expected to achieve about 10 times as good
a sensitivity as the past and current instruments in 60–600 keV.

SGD is also a good polarimeter21,22 with a large modulation factor of up to 58%, thanks to 3-dim mea-
surements of scattering and absorption positions with stacked pixel sensors. In addition, low background level
enables us to measure polarization of celestial objects with down to several 0.01 Crab for the first time in 60–600
keV. Figure 2 shows an expected modulation curve of scattered events for 100 ks observation of sources with
1 Crab or 0.1 Crab flux and 50% polarization degree. Even for 0.1 Crab source, a clear modulation could be
obtained.
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Figure 1. Conceptual drawing of an SGD Compton camera unit.

2. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Figure 3 shows the SGD electronics block diagram. Design of the SGD electronics system is described in
Watanabe et al. (2012)18 in detail, and here we briefly summarize the design. The SGD electronics system
consists of the SGD-S, SGD-AE, SGD-DPU, and SGD-DE. The sensor part SGD-S contains 3 Compton cameras,
25 BGO active shields with Avalanche photo diodes (APD), high voltages, DC/DC converters, charge sensitive
amplifiers (CSA) for APD, and they are enclosed in the CFRP housing structure. Also, SGD-S includes a
radiator panel, 2×2 heat pipes, heaters, and GFRP interface against the satellite panel. SGD-AE consists of
three boards; one is CPMU (Camera Power Management Unit), and the others are APMU (APD Processing and
Management Unit), and supplies powers to SGD-S, controls SGD-S besides Compton cameras, and generates
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Figure 2. Azimuth angle distribution of Compton scattering from a source with a brightness of 1 Crab and 0.1 Crab in a
100 ks observation. Polarization degrees of 50% are assumed in the both cases.

data of S and AE besides Compton camera. CPMU controls power switches and power supply voltages, and
monitors power supply voltages, currents, and temperatures of SGD-S various locations. CPMU also controls the
high voltage for Comton Camera in the SGD-S. The APMU receives APD signals from APD CSAs and converts
them into digital wave data with flash ADCs, and processed by an FPGA on the APMU to generate several types
of anti-coincidence signals for Compton Camwra and create pulse height histograms. Other APMU functions
include HK such as control of power switches and power supply voltages, monitor of power supply voltages
and temperature. Detailed description of APMU is given in Ohno et al. (2014).23 SGD-DPU consists of two
MIO (Mission I/O) boards and one PSU (Power Supply Unit) board, and supplies powers to AE, sends control
signals and formats data of AE and Compton cameras. SGD-DE contains one MDE (Mission Digital Electronics)
board and one PSU board, and sends control commands to and receive data from DPU via SpaceWire network
interface. Onboard the ASTRO-H, two SGD systems are integrated.

Detailed design of Compton camera of SGD is described in Watanabe et al. (2014).20 One Compton camera
consists of top 32 layers of Si pixel sensors,24 bottom 8 layers of CdTe pixel sensors,25,26 and side 2 layers of
CdTe pixel sensors. Si sensors has 16×16 pixels with 0.6 mm thickness, and CdTe has 8×8 pixels with 0.6
mm thickness. Pixel size is 3.2×3.2 mm2 for both Si and CdTe sensors. Therefore, one bottom or side layer is
composed of 2 × 2 or 2 × 3 CdTe sensors. A set of 8 × 8 pixels are read by one ASIC (VATA450.3), and thus
there are 208 ASICs in one Compton camera. One ASIC is mounted on one Front-End Card (FEC). Si, CdTe
sensors, and FECs are attached to the tray structure, Front-end electronics of the Compton camera consists of
four groups of 52 FECs and one ASIC Driver Board (ADB), and one ASIC Control Board (ACB). 8 or 6 FECs
(8 or 6 ASICs) are daisy-chained for readout and control. Only power lines and digital lines are required between
ADBs and FECs, and all digital signals are differential to minimize the EMI (electro magnetic interference).
ASICs are controlled by an FPGA on the ACB. These components are packed in a 12×12×12 cm3 aluminum
box. Such a high-density stacking enables us to obtain a high efficiency of Compton reconstruction of 10–15%
around 100 keV.

Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing of SGD-S. The weight and power of SGD-S is 158 kg and ∼24.5W,
respectively. The SGD-S is mounted outside of the satellite side-panel and exposed to the space environment,
and therefore its thermal design needs special care. Thermal requirement is to keep the temperature of the cold
plate attached to Compton camera at −20±5◦C and the BGO temperature below −15 ± 5◦C with an orbital
variation of <3◦C. These are necessary to reduce the leakage currents of semiconductor sensors (Si, CdTe, APD)
and avoid the gain variation of APD. The concept of thermal design of SGD-S is to transfer the heat, which is
generated in the Compton camera and APD CSAs or conducted from the satellite panel, to the radiator attached
to the SGD-S as much as possible, and control the temperature via heater support. In this point of view, the
main bottom structure holding the Compton camera is directly attached to the heat-pipe and the radiator itself
via aluminum structure. The main housing structure is made of CFRP to obtain high rigidity and light weight,
and we plated a graphite sheets on its surface to enhance the heat conduction. The SGD-S is mounted to the
satellite side-panel via a GFRP base structure to reduce thermal conduction to the CFRP housing. Note that
the bottom aluminum structure and the GFRP base structure do not have any direct connection. The APD
CSAs are mounted outside the CFRP housing structure via a GFRP arm, and directly connected to the main
aluminum bottom structure using the aluminum debris shield.
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Heat input from radiation is also non-negligible, such as Infrared (IR) and optical albedo radiation from the
earth, and the IR radiation from the satellite structure, including the hot solar paddle located in the opposite
side from the radiator. The housing is enclosed by MLIs sheets and additional independent MLI panels are
attached at the bottom (to cut sun-lit input) and at the satellite solar panel direction (to cut the IR emission).
Thermal design was developed and confirmed by thermal model with the finite element method and some R&D
experiments. Thermal structure of Compton camera is designed so that the heat of 4W from ASICs is efficiently
sent to the bottom plate which is connected to the heat pipe. Detail description of thermal design of Compton
camera is given in Noda et al. (2014).27

Mechanical structure of SGD-S must support these complex thermal design and massive BGO scintillators at
launch, and also must avoid thermal distortions within SGD-S in orbit. Therefore, the CFRP was employed as
the main housing structure. The mechanical structure was developed and confirmed by mechanical model with
the finite element method in terms of eigen frequency analysis, quasi-static load, sine vibration, random vibration
analysis and acoustic test. The BGO support structures are described in detail in Watanabe et al. (2012).18 The
APD attachment structure also needs some care, especially for thermal distortion between BGO hard surface
and APD soft silicone window. We developed a gluing structure as shown in figure 5, where the important point
is that not the APD itself but the APD support structure, which pushes APD toward BGO, is glued tightly to
the BGO. Issue of mechanical structure of Compton camera is to keep the bonding structure between Si and
FEC or between CdTe and readout board. Choice of FEC and bonding material was paid attention to and fine
tuning of bonding parameters were performed.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the SGD electronics system.

3. STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT MODEL PRODUCTION

In 2012–2013, we performed most of environment tests for SGD-S by using the engineering models whose design
is almost the same as those of the flight model. Engineering model of Compton camera contains real Si and CdTe
sensors, ASICs and FPGA. Figure 6 shows photos of vibration and acoustic tests of the SGD-S housing and
Compton camera. In the test of the housing structure, SGD-S housing is almost the same as the flight model,
and 12 BGO active shields and 13 brass dummy weights, as well as one fine collimator were mounted. In the
place of Compton camera, there were 3 dummy weights. Radiator and heat pipes are also integrated. The tests
were successful and thus mechanical design was validated. Figure 7 shows photos of thermal valance tests of the
SGD-S housing and Compton camera in the vacuum. In the former case, we glued heaters in relevant position
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Figure 4. Schematic view of SGD-S sensor parts (left) and housing (right).

to simulate the real sensor parts. The tests were successful and thus thermal design was validated. Detail report
on the thermal test of Compton camera was given in Noda et al. (2014).27

Also final establishment of electronics design and fine tuning of circuit parameters have been performed in
2012–2014. The most important issue which has not yet established were signal processing of BGO and APD
on CSA and APMU. Anti-coincidence signals must be generated so that background rejection is efficiently done
with as small dead time as possible. Detailed description on the development and fine tuning is given in Ohno
et al. (2014).23

Following the success of these tests, production of flight model has been started since 2013. Acceptance tests
on leakage current of all APDs are performed before glued to BGOs. Shape-dependence and scatter of BGO
light yield were studied in detail by using engineering model. After assembling BGO and APD with support
structures, one thermal cycle test from -30◦C to 25◦C were performed and also BGO light yield was measured.
Production has been successful and BGO light yield has been found to be almost the same as expected (figure 8).
Fine collimators mounted at the front of Compton camera reduces the CXB and the leakage of gamma-rays from
nearby sources. Development, acceptance tests, and alignment procedure of fine collimators are given in detail
by Mizuno et al. (2014).28 R&D studies of Si sensors are reported by Hayashi et al. (2013),24 and selection of Si
sensors for the flight model was based on the measurement results of leakage currents at Hamamatsu Photonics.
Acceptance test of CdTe sensors and FECs with ASIC in Compton camera has been performed before mounted
as a tray. Acceptance test of trays has been performed before stacked as a Compton camera.

Monte-Carlo simulation of Compton camera is also an important task to develop an efficient algorithm of
Compton reconstruction and background rejection, and also construct the response function for data analysis
of observational data. Currently, mass model of SGD and other satellite components has been constructed and
comparison with data and simulation have been performed by using the data of engineering model of Compton
camera, in terms of, for example, reconstructed spectra of two-hits events, count ratios among Si and CdTe
sensors, and so on. More sophysticated algorithm of Compton reconstruction for events with more than three
hits has been studied. Detail description of Monte-Carlo simulations and those algorithms are given in Ichinohe
et al. (2013).19

4. EARLY RESULTS OF COMPTON CAMERA AND BGO ACTIVE SHIELD

Since the engineering model of Compton camera was the first fully-stacked one, we performed performance tests
by using this camera. Detail description of performance tests is reported by Watanabe et al. (2014),20 and thus
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Figure 5. BGO + APD gluing structure.

Figure 6. Photos of vibration tests (top) and acoustic tests (bottom) of engineering models of SGD-S housing (left) and
Compton camera (right).
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Figure 7. Photos of thermal balance tests in the vacuum of engineering models of SGD-S housing (left) and Compton
camera (right).
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Figure 8. BGO light yield after assembling BGO, APD, and support structures. Light yield is normalized by the light
yield of 1 × 1 × 1 cm3 BGO. D1 and D2 are BGOs located at the top, while others are BGO located at the bottom.
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here we briefly report it. Figure 9 shows a reconstructed spectrum of Compton-scattered events with two or
three hits at Si and CdTe sensors. Photo peak of 662 keV 137Cs gamma-ray is clearly reconstructed with an
energy resolution of 10.5 keV (FWHM) for tw-hits events.

One engineering model and two flight models of Compton camera, and 25 BGO active shields are integrated
in the flight model housing in 2014 spring for end-to-end test, which was for the first time performed with the
electronics of pre-flight or flight models (figure 10). Since the test has been done only at room temperature,
performance of Compton camera was not evaluated but noise performance is as good as expected and data
readout were almost successful. Cosmic ray events were successfully recorded by the Compton camera as linear
hits as shown in figure 11. 11 of 25 BGO active shields were read out in this test and their spectra are shown in
figure 12. In this case, only background events were measured and the spectrum was as expected with threshold
of ∼700 keV at room temperature and several strong background lines at 1.46 MeV and 2–3 MeV are seen,
together with muon events above 3 MeV. Using this sensor, we for the first time took the anti-coincidence
between Compton camera and BGO active shields. In order to check that anti-coincidence signals are generated
as expected, we utilized cosmic-ray events which are recorded as linear hits in Comton camera. Figure 13 shows a
histogram of the number of hits for linear-hits events with or without anti-coincidence flags. About 50% of such
linear events are confirmed to coincide with BGO anti-coincidence signals. This fraction is reasonable since 11
BGO active shields read out in this test covers the Compton cameras with a solid angle of about 50%. Therefore,
processing of anti-coincidence signals is working well.

Figure 9. Compton-reconstructed Spectra of 137Cs gamma-ray sources for two-hits (left) and three-hits (right) events.

5. SUMMARY AND TOWARD THE LAUNCH

The design of SGD has been almost completed, and currently production of flight model continues to be finished
in 2014. First of all, we plan performance test of Compton camera at operation temperature at -20◦C. After
that, all environment tests (vibration, shock, acoustic, thermal balance in the vacuum, calibration, and EMI)
will be planned before delivery to the ASTRO-H at the end of 2014.
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Figure 10. Photo of end-to-end test with SGD-S (most parts are flight models) and electronics (pre flight or flight models).

Figure 11. Example of linear-hits events due to cosmic rays.
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Figure 12. Background spectra of 11 BGO active shields read out in end-to-end test. Colors represent different experimental
days.

Figure 13. Histogram of the number of hits in one event for linear-hits events (likely cosmic rays). Green, red, cyan
are events with anti-coincidence flags of HITPAT, FastBGO, and UD, respectively. Yellow is events without any anti-
coincidence flags.
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